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HS III/WFC-! Observations of Giaat 140t jFXC*Ia-xietS
Low resolution thermal emission spectra of roger two dozen
extrasolar planets have been measured using Spitzer, and
HST observations of a few kay exoplanet8 have defined
molec-alar abundances -via tTansmission spectroscopy.
However, current models for the at-mospheric struc t,'ure of
these worlds exhibit degeneracies whereir. different,
combinations of temperature and mo lecular abundance
profiles can fit the same Spitzer data. The advent of the
,-R capab lity onz K8T/4FC3 allows us to address this
problem- We are cu:t7rently obtaining
spectroscopy of the 1.4--micron water ba-nd in a sample of 13
planets, usiTig the G141 grism on WFC3, Among the abundant
molecules, only water abso3 ba at this wavelength, and our
measurement of water abundance will enable us to break the
degan8racies
.
1'r- the Spitzer re8ultm with minima-I model
aasumpt ions . we will also use the G141 15r ism to observe
secondary eclipses for 7 very hot giant exololaneta at 1 -
mlcrons, incliuding several bright systems in the Keplef and
COROT fields.	 'lie strong temperature se3^Lsitivity of the
thermal r-onitinuum at 1.5-microns provides high leverage on
atm,Qepht-,ric temperature for` 	 worlds, again helping to
break degeneracies in interpreting the Spitzer data. We
here describe prelim-nary results for several exoplanets
observed in this program,
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